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Abstract
k-Nearest Neighbors is one of the most fundamental but effective clas-
sification models. In this paper, we propose two families of models built
on a sequence to sequence model and a memory network model to mimic
the k-Nearest Neighbors model, which generate a sequence of labels, a se-
quence of out-of-sample feature vectors and a final label for classification,
and thus they could also function as oversamplers. We also propose ‘out-
of-core’ versions of our models which assume that only a small portion
of data can be loaded into memory. Computational experiments show
that our models on structured datasets outperform k-Nearest Neighbors,
a feed-forward neural network, XGBoost, lightGBM, random forest and
a memory network, due to the fact that our models must produce addi-
tional output and not just the label. On image and text datasets, the
performance of our model is close to many state-of-the-art deep mod-
els. As an oversampler on imbalanced datasets, the sequence to sequence
kNN model often outperforms Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Tech-
nique and Adaptive Synthetic Sampling.
1 Introduction
Recently, neural networks have been attracting a lot of attention among re-
searchers in both academia and industry, due to their astounding performance
in fields such as natural language processing [34] [29] and image recognition
[24] [11]. Interpretability of these models, however, has always been an issue
since it is difficult to understand the performance of neural networks. The well-
known manifold hypothesis states that real-world high dimensional data (such
as images) form lower-dimensional manifolds embedded in the high-dimensional
space [5], but these manifolds are tangled together and are difficult to separate.
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The classification process is then equivalent to stretching, squishing and sepa-
rating the tangled manifolds apart. However, these operations pose a challenge:
it is quite implausible that only affine transformations followed by pointwise
nonlinear activations are sufficient to project or embed data into representative
manifolds that are easily separable by class.
Therefore, instead of asking neural networks to separate the manifolds by
a hyperplane or a surface, it is more reasonable to require points of the same
manifold to be closer than points of other manifolds [30]. Namely, the distance
between manifolds of different classes should be large and the distance between
manifolds of the same class should be small. This distance property is behind
the concept of k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) [10]. Consequently, letting neural
networks mimic kNN would combine the notion of manifolds with the desired
distance property.
We explore kNN through two deep neural network models: sequence to se-
quence deep neural networks [33] and memory networks [38] [32]. A family of
our models are based on a sequence to sequence network. The new sequence
to sequence model has the input sequence of length 1 corresponding to a sam-
ple, and then it decodes it to predict two sequences of output, which are the
classes of closest samples and neighboring samples not necessarily in the train-
ing data, where we call the latter as out-of-sample feature vectors. We also
propose a family of models built on a memory network, which has a memory
that can be read and written to and is composed of a subset of training samples,
with the goal of using it for predicting both classes of close samples and out-
of-sample feature vectors. With the help of attention over memory vectors, our
new memory network model generates the predicted label sequence and out-of-
sample feature vectors. Both families of models use loss functions that mimic
kNN. Computational experiments show that the new sequence to sequence kNN
model consistently outperforms benchmarks (kNN [10], random forest [3], XG-
Boost [7], lightGBM [22], a feed-forward neural network and a vanilla memory
network) on structured datasets. The performance on some commonly used
image and text datasets is comparable to many state-of-the-art deep models.
We postulate that this is due to the fact that we are forcing the model to ‘work
harder’ than necessary (producing out-of-sample feature vectors).
Different from general classification models, our models predict not only la-
bels, but also out-of-sample feature vectors. Usually a classification model only
predicts labels, but as in the case of kNN, it is desirable to learn or predict the
feature vectors of neighbors as well. Intuitively, if a deep neural network predicts
both labels and feature vectors, it is forced to learn and capture representative
information of input, and thus it should perform better in classification. More-
over, our models also function as synthetic oversamplers: we add the out-of-
sample feature vectors and their labels (synthetic samples) to the training set.
Experiments show that our sequence to sequence kNN model outperforms Syn-
thetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) [6] and Adaptive Synthetic
sampling (ADASYN) [14] most of the times on imbalanced datasets.
Usually we allow models to perform kNN searching on the entire dataset,
which we call the full versions of models, but kNN is computationally expensive
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on large datasets. We design an algorithm to resolve this and we test our
models under such an ‘out-of-core’ setting: only a batch of data can be loaded
into memory, i.e. kNN searching in the entire dataset is not allowed. For each
such random batch, we compute the K closest samples with respect to the given
training sample. We repeat this R times and find the closest K samples among
these KR samples. These closest K samples provide the approximate label
sequence and feature vector sequence to the training sample based on the kNN
algorithm. Computational experiments show that sequence to sequence kNN
models and memory network kNN models significantly outperform the kNN
benchmark under the out-of-core setting.
Our main contributions are as follows. First, we develop two types of deep
neural network models which mimic the kNN structure. Second, our models are
able to predict both labels of closest samples and out-of-sample feature vectors
at the same time: they are both classification models and oversamplers. Third,
we establish the out-of-core version of models in the situation where not all
data can be read into computer memory or kNN cannot be run on the entire
dataset. The full version of the sequence to sequence kNN models and the out-
of-core version of both sequence to sequence kNN models and memory network
kNN models outperform the benchmarks, which we postulate is because learning
neighboring samples enables the model to capture representative features.
We introduce background and related works in Section II, show our ap-
proaches in Section III, and describe datasets and experiments in Section IV.
Conclusions are in Section V.
2 Background and Literature Review
There are several works trying to mimic kNN or applying kNN within differ-
ent models. [28] introduced the boundary forest algorithm which can be used
for nearest neighbor retrieval. Based on the boundary forest model, in [40], a
boundary deep learning tree model with differentiable loss function was pre-
sented to learn an efficient representation for kNN. The main differences be-
tween this work and our work are in the base models used (boundary tree vs
standard kNN), in the main objectives (representation learning vs classification
and oversampling) and in the loss functions (KL divergence vs KL divergence
components reflecting the kNN strategy and L2 norm). [37] introduced a text
classification model which utilized nearest neighbors of input text as the ex-
ternal memory to predict the class of input text. Our memory network kNN
models differ from this model in 1) the external memory: our memory network
kNN models simply feed a random batch of samples into the external memory
without the requirement of nearest neighbors and thus they save computational
time, and 2) number of layers: our memory network kNN models have K layers
while the model proposed by [37] has one layer. A higher-level difference is
that [37] considered a pure classification setting, while our models generate not
only labels but out-of-sample feature vectors as well. Most importantly, the loss
functions are different: [37] used KL divergence as the loss function while we use
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a specially designed KL divergence and L2 norm to force our models to mimic
kNN.
The sequence to sequence model, one of our base models, has recently be-
come the leading framework in natural language processing [33] [8]. In [8] an
RNN encoder-decoder architecture was used to deal with statistical machine
translation problems. [33] proposed a general end-to-end sequence to sequence
framework, which is used as the basic structure in our sequence to sequence kNN
model. The major difference between our work and these studies is that the loss
function in our work forces the model to learn from neighboring samples, and
our models are more than just classifiers - they also create out-of-sample feature
vectors that improve accuracy or can be used as oversamplers.
There are also a plethora of studies utilizing external memory or atten-
tion technique in neural networks. [38] proposed the memory network model
to predict the correct answer of a query by means of ranking the importance
of sentences in the external memory. [32] introduced a continuous version of a
memory network with a recurrent attention mechanism over an external mem-
ory, which outperformed the previous discrete memory network architecture in
question answering. Since it has shown strong ability of capturing long term de-
pendencies of sequential data, our memory network kNN model is built based on
the end-to-end memory network model. Moreover, [1] introduced an attention-
based model to search for the informative part of input sentence to generate
prediction. [31] proposed a word-by-word attention-based model to encourage
reasoning about entailment. These works utilized an attention vector over in-
puts, but in our work, the attention is over the external memory rather than
the input sequence of length 1.
In summary, the main differences between our work and previous studies are
as follows. First, our models predict both labels of nearest samples and out-
of-sample feature vectors rather than simply labels. Thus, they are more than
classifiers: the predicted label sequences and feature vector sequences can be
treated as synthetic oversamples to handle imbalanced class problems. Second,
our work emphasizes on the out-of-core setting. All of the prior works related to
kNN and deep learning assume that kNN can be run on the entire dataset and
thus cannot be used on large datasets. Third, our loss functions are designed
to mimic kNN, so that our models are forced to learn neighboring samples to
capture the representative information.
2.1 Sequence to Sequence model
A family of our models are built on sequence to sequence models. A sequence to
sequence (Seq2seq) model is an encoder-decoder model. The encoder encodes
the input sequence to an internal representation called the ‘context vector’ which
is used by the decoder to generate the output sequence. Usually, each cell in
the Seq2seq model is a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) cell [20] or a Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) cell [8].
Given input sequence x1, ..., xT , in order to predict output Y
P
1 , ..., Y
P
K (where
the superscript P denotes ‘predicted’), the Seq2seq model estimates conditional
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probability P (Y P1 , ..., Y
P
t |x1, ..., xT ) for 1 ≤ t ≤ K. At each time step t, the
encoder updates the hidden state het , which can also include the cell state, by
het = f
e
h(xt, h
e
t−1)
where 1 ≤ t ≤ T . The decoder updates the hidden state hdt by
hdt = f
d
h(Y
P
t−1, h
d
t−1, h
e
T )
where 1 ≤ t ≤ K. The decoder generates output yt by
yt = g(Y
P
t−1, h
d
t , h
e
T ), (1)
and
Y Pt = q(yt)
with q usually being softmax function.
The model calculates the conditional probability of output Y P1 , ..., Y
P
K by
Pr(Y P1 , ..., Y
P
K |x1, ..., xT ) =
K∏
t=1
Pr(Y Pt |Y P1 , ..., Y Pt−1).
2.2 End to End Memory Networks
The other family of our models are built on an end-to-end memory network
(MemN2N). This model takes x1, ..., xn as the external memory, a ‘query’ x, a
ground truth Y GT and predicts an answer Y P . It first embeds memory vectors
x1, ..., xn and query x into continuous space. They are then processed through
multiple layers to generate the output label Y P .
MemN2N has K layers. In the tth layer, where 1 ≤ t ≤ K, the external
memory is converted into embedded memory vectors mt1, ...,m
t
n by an embed-
ding matrix At. The query x is also embedded as ut by an embedding matrix
Bt. The attention scores between embedded query ut and memory vectors
(mti)i=1,2,...,n are calculated by
pt = softmax((ut)Tmt1, (u
t)Tmt2, ..., (u
t)Tmtn).
Each xi is also embedded to an output representation c
t
i by another embedding
matrix Ct. The output vector from the external memory is defined as
ot =
n∑
i=1
ptic
t
i.
By a linear mapping H, the input to the next layer is calculated by
ut+1 = Hut + ot.
[32] suggested that the input and output embeddings are the same across differ-
ent layers, i.e. A1 = A2 = ... = AK and C1 = C2 = ... = CK . In the last layer,
by another embedding matrix W , MemN2N generates a label for the query x
by
Y P = softmax(W (HuK + oK)).
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3 kNN models
Our sequence to sequence kNN models are built on a Seq2seq model, and our
memory network kNN models are built on a MemN2N model. Let K denote
the number of neighbors of interest.
3.1 Vector to Label Sequence (V2LS) Model
Given an input feature vector x, a ground truth label Y GT (a single class cor-
responding to x) and a sequence of labels Y T1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K corresponding to the
labels of the 1st, 2nd, ...,Kth nearest sample to x in the entire training set,
V2LS predicts a label Y P and Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K , the predicted labels of the
1st, 2nd, ...,Kth nearest samples. Since Y T1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K are obtained by using
kNN upfront, the real input is only x and Y GT . When kNN does not misclas-
sify, Y GT corresponds to majority voting of Y T1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K .
The key concept of our model is to have x as the input sequence (of length 1)
and the output sequence Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K to correspond to Y
T
1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K . The
loss function also captures Y GT and Y T1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K .
In the V2LS model, by a softmax operation with temperature after a linear
mapping (Wy, by), the label of the t
th nearest sample to x is predicted by
Y Pt = softmax((Wyyt + by)/τ)
where yt is as in (1) for t = 1, 2, ...,K and τ is the temperature of softmax.
By taking the average of predicted label distributions, the label of x is pre-
dicted by
Y P =
K∑
t=1
Y Pt /K.
Note that if Y Pt corresponds to a Dirac distribution for each t, then Y
P matches
majority voting. Temperature τ controls the “peakedness” of Y Pt . Values of τ
below 1 push Y Pt towards a Dirac distribution, which is desired in order to
mimic kNN [21] [19]. We design the loss function as
L1 = E{
K∑
t=1
DKL(Y
T
t ||Y Pt )/K + αDKL(Y GT ||Y P )}
where the first term captures the label at the neighbor level, the second term
for the actual ground truth and α is a hyperparameter to balance the two
terms. The expectation is taken over all training samples, and DKL denotes
the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Due to the fact that the first term is the
sum of KL divergence between predicted labels of nearest neighbors and target
labels of nearest neighbors, it forces the model to learn information about the
neighborhood. The second term considers the actual ground truth label: a
classification model should minimize the KL divergence between the predicted
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label (average of K distributions) and the ground truth label. By combining
the two terms, the model is forced to not only learn the classes of the final label
but also the labels of nearest neighbors. We let the tth decoder cell predict
the tth nearest sample because the preceding decoder cells preserve closeness to
the original input. In the subsequent cells, the information gets passed through
more decoder cells and thus it is expected to deviate more from the input,
which is the reason why we let the tth cell predict the tth nearest neighbor.
Experiments in Section IV also show the importance of preserving the order of
nearest neighbors.
In inference, given an input x, V2LS predicts Y P and Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K , but
only Y P is the actual output; it is used to measure the classification perfor-
mance. Note that it is possible that argmaxY P is different from the majority
voted class among argmaxY P1 , argmaxY
P
2 , ..., argmaxY
P
K when kNN misclas-
sifies.
3.2 Vector to Vector Sequence (V2VS) Model
We use the same structure as the V2LS model except that in this model, the
inputs are a feature vector x and a sequence of feature vectors XT1 , X
T
2 , ..., X
T
K
corresponding to the 1st, 2nd, ...,Kth nearest sample to x among the entire train-
ing set (calculated upfront using kNN). V2VS predicts XP1 , X
P
2 , ..., X
P
K which
denote the predicted out-of-sample feature vectors of the 1st, 2nd, ...,Kth nearest
sample. Since XT1 , X
T
2 , ..., X
T
K are obtained using kNN, this is an unsupervised
model.
The output of the tth decoder cell yt is processed by a linear layer (Wx1, bx1),
a ReLU operation and another linear layer (Wx2, bx2) to predict the out-of-
sample feature vector
XPt = Wx2max{Wx1yt + bx1, 0}+ bx2, t = 1, 2, ...,K.
Numerical experiments show that ReLU works best compared with tanh and
other activation functions. The loss function is defined to be the sum of L2
norms as
L2 = E{
K∑
t=1
||XPt −XTt ||2}.
Since the predicted out-of-sample feature vectors should be close to the input
vector, learning nearest vectors forces the model to learn a sequence of approx-
imations to something very close to the identity function. However, this is not
trivial. First it does not learn an exact identity function, since the output is a
sequence of nearest neighbors to input, i.e. it does not simply copy the input K
times. Second, by limiting the number of hidden units of the neural network,
the model is forced to capture the most representative and condensed informa-
tion of input. A large amount of studies have shown this to be beneficial to
classification problems [13] [36] [15] [18].
In inference, we predict the label of x by finding the labels of out-of-sample
feature vectors XPt and then perform majority voting among these K labels.
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3.3 Vector to Vector Sequence and Label Sequence (V2VSLS)
Model
In previous models, V2LS learns to predict labels of nearest neighbors and V2VS
learns to predict feature vectors of nearest neighbors. Combining V2LS and
V2VS together, this model predicts both XPt and Y
P
t . Given an input feature
vector x, a ground truth label Y GT , a sequence of nearest labels Y T1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K
and a sequence of nearest feature vectors XT1 , X
T
2 , ..., X
T
K , V2VSLS predicts a
label Y P , a label sequence Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K and an out-of-sample feature vector
sequence XP1 , X
P
2 , ..., X
P
K . Since the two target sequences are obtained by kNN,
the model still only needs x and Y GT as input.
The loss function is a weighted sum of the two loss functions in V2LS and
V2VS
L = L1 + λL2
where λ is a hyperparameter to account for the scale of the L2 norm and the
KL divergence.
The L2 norm part enables the model to learn neighboring vectors. As dis-
cussed in the V2VS model, this is beneficial to classification since it drives the
model to capture representative information of input and nearest neighbors.
The KL part of the loss function focuses on predicting labels of nearest neigh-
bors. As discussed in the V2LS model, the two terms in the KL loss force
the model to learn both neighboring labels and the ground truth label. Com-
bining the two parts, the V2VSLS model is able to predict nearest labels and
out-of-sample feature vectors, as well as one final label for classification.
In inference, given an input x, V2VSLS generates Y P , XP1 , X
P
2 , ..., X
P
K and
Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K . Still only Y
P is used in measuring classification performance
of the model.
3.4 Memory Network - kNN (MNkNN) Model
The MNkNN model is built on the MemN2N model, which has K layers stacked
together. After these layers, the MemN2N model generates a prediction. In
order to mimic kNN, our MNkNN model has K layers as well but it generates
one label after each layer, i.e. after the tth layer, it predicts the label of the tth
nearest sample. Similar to the Seq2seq kNN models, the tth layer predicts the
tth nearest sample because the preceding layers preserve closeness to the input.
Therefore, we let the preceding layers predict the closest nearest neighbors. It
mimics kNN because the first layer predicts the label of the first closest vector
to x, the second layer predicts the label of the second closest vector to x, etc.
This model takes a feature vector x, its ground truth label Y GT , a random
subset x1, x2, ..., xn from the training set (to be stored in the external memory)
and Y T1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K denoting the labels of the 1
st, 2nd, ...,Kth nearest samples
to x among the entire training set (calculated upfront using kNN). It predicts
a label Y P and a sequence of K labels of closest samples Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K .
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After the tth layer, by a softmax operation with temperature after a linear
mapping (Wy, by), the model predicts the label of t
th nearest sample by
Y Pt = softmax((Wy(Hu
t + ot) + by)/τ)
where t = 1, 2, ...,K. The role of τ is the same as in the V2LS model. Taking
the average of the predicted label distributions, the final label of x is calculated
by
Y P =
K∑
t=1
Y Pt /K.
Same as V2LS, the loss function of MNkNN is defined as
L1 = E{
K∑
t=1
KL(Y Tt ||Y Pt )/K + αKL(Y GT ||Y P )}.
The first term accounts for learning neighboring information, and the second
term forces the model to provide the best single candidate class.
In inference, the model takes a query x and random samples x1, x2, ..., xn
from the training set, and generates the predicted label Y P as well as a sequence
of nearest labels Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K .
3.5 Memory Network - kNN with Vector Sequence (MNkNN VEC)
Model
This model is built on MNkNN, but it predicts out-of-sample feature vectors XPt
as well. MNkNN VEC takes a query feature vector x, its corresponding ground
truth label Y GT , a random subset x1, x2, ..., xn from the training dataset (to be
stored in the external memory), Y T1 , Y
T
2 , ..., Y
T
K and X
T
1 , X
T
2 , ..., X
T
K denoting
labels and feature vectors of the 1st, 2nd, ...,Kth nearest samples to x among the
entire training set (calculated both upfront using kNN). MNkNN VEC predicts
a label Y P , a sequence of labels Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K and a sequence of out-of-sample
feature vectors XP1 , X
P
2 , ..., X
P
K .
By a linear mapping T , a ReLU operation and another linear mapping
(Wx, bx), the feature vectors are then calculated by
XPt = Wxmax{T (Hut + ot), 0}+ bx.
Same as the V2VSLS model, combining the L2 norm and the KL divergence
together, the loss function is defined as
L = L1 + λE{
K∑
t=1
||XPt −XTt ||2}
As discussed in the V2VSLS model, having such loss function forces the model
to learn both the feature vectors and the labels of nearest neighbors.
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In inference, the model takes a query x and random vectors x1, x2, ..., xn
from the training dataset, and generates the final label Y P , a sequence of labels
Y P1 , Y
P
2 , ..., Y
P
K and a sequence of out-of-sample feature vectors X
P
1 , X
P
2 , ..., X
P
K .
3.6 Out-of-Core Models
In the models exhibited so far, we assume that kNN can be run on the entire
dataset exactly to compute the K nearest feature vectors and corresponding la-
bels to an input sample. However, there are two problems with this assumption.
First, this can be very computationally expensive if the dataset size is large. Sec-
ond, the training dataset might be too big to fit in memory. When either of
these two challenges is present, an out-of-core model assuming it is infeasible
to run a ‘full’ kNN on the entire dataset has to be invoked. The out-of-core
models avoid running kNN on the entire dataset, and thus save computational
time and resources.
Let B be the maximum number of samples that can be stored in mem-
ory, where B > K. For a training sample x, we sample a subset S from the
training set (including x) where |S| = B, then we run kNN on S to obtain
the K nearest feature vectors and corresponding labels to x, which are denoted
as Y T (S) = {Y T1 , Y T2 , ..., Y TK } and XT (S) = {XT1 , XT2 , ..., XTK} for x in the
training process. The previously introduced loss functions L and L depend on
x, Y GT , XT (S), Y T (S) and the model parameters Θ, and thus our out-of-core
models are to solve
min
Θ
Ex ES{L˜(x, Y GT , XT (S), Y T (S),Θ)}
where L˜ is either L or L.
Sampling a set of size B and then finding the nearest K samples only once,
however, are insufficient on imbalanced datasets, due to the low selection prob-
ability for minor classes. To resolve this, we iteratively take R random batches:
each time a random batch is taken, we update the closest samples XT (S) by
the K closest samples among the current batch and the K previous closest sam-
ples. These resulting nearest feature vectors and corresponding labels are used
as XT (S) and Y T (S) for x in the loss function. Note that we allow the pre-
viously selected samples to be selected in later sampling iterations. The entire
algorithm is exhibited in Algorithm 1.
4 Computational experiments
In this section, we evaluate our models on 9 classification datasets: Network
Intrusion (NI) [17], Forest Covertype (COV) [2], SensIT [12], Credit Card De-
fault (CCD) [39], MNIST [26], CIFAR-10 [23], News20 [25], IMDb [27] and
Reuters [9]. All of the models have been developed in Python 2.7 by using
Tensorflow 1.4 and Pytorch 0.4.
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ALGORITHM 1: Out-of-core framework
for epoch = 1,...,T do
for training sample x do
Let XT = ∅;
for r = 1 to R do
Randomly draw B samples from training set;
U = nearest K samples to x among the B samples;
Let XT be the nearest K samples to x among U ∪XT ;
end
Update parameters by a gradient iteration:
ΘR= ΘR − α∇L˜(x, Y GT , XT , Y T ,ΘR);
end
end
For each dataset we experiment with 5 different seeds and all reported num-
bers are averages taken over 5 random seeds. We discuss the performance of
the models in two aspects: classification and oversampling.
4.1 Classification
Experimental Setup As comparisons against memory network kNN models
and sequence to sequence kNN models, we use kNN with Euclidean metric
and several currently best classification models random forest (RF), extreme
gradient boosting (XGB), lightGBM (LGBM), a 4-layer feed-forward neural
network (FFN) trained using the Adam optimization algorithm (which has been
calibrated) with dropout and batch normalization and MemN2N (since MNkNN
and MNkNN VEC are built on MemN2N) as benchmarks. Value K = 5 is used
in all models because it yields the best performance with low standard deviation
among K = 1, 2, ..., 20. Increasing K beyond K = 5 is somewhat detrimental
to the F-1 scores while significantly increasing the training time.
In the sequence to sequence kNN models, LSTM cells are used. In the
memory network kNN models, the size of the external memory is 64 since we
observe that models with memory vectors of size 64 generally provide the best F-
1 scores with acceptable running time. Both sequence to sequence kNN models
and memory network kNN models are trained using the Adam optimization
algorithm with initial learning rate set to be 0.01. Dropout with probability 0.2
and batch normalization are used to avoid overfitting. Regarding the choices of
other hyper-parameters, we find that τ = 0.85, λ = 0.12 and α = 9.5 provide
overall the best F-1 scores.
We first experiment on structured datasets not requiring special embeddings,
i.e. NI, COV, SensIT and CCD. Details of these datasets are in Table 1. We only
consider 3 classes in NI and COV datasets due to significant class imbalance.
Overall Results of Full Model on Structured Data We first discuss
the full models that can handle all of the training data, i.e. kNN can be run
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Table 1: Datasets information.
NI COV SensIT CCD
Dataset Size 796,497 530,895 98,528 30,000
Feature Size 41 54 100 23
Number of Classes 3 3 3 2
on the entire dataset. Table 2 shows that in the full model case, V2VSLS
consistently outperforms the best classification models on all four datasets. t-
tests show that it significantly outperforms benchmarks at the 5% level on all
four datasets. For our kNN models, V2LS significantly outperforms V2VS,
because V2VS tries to reconstruct the feature level information as explained in
Section III-B, which does not utilize the label information. Moreover, it can also
be seen that predicting not only labels but feature vectors as well is reasonable,
since V2VSLS consistently outperforms V2LS and MNkNN VEC consistently
outperforms MNkNN. Models predicting feature vectors outperform models not
predicting feature vectors on all datasets. These memory based models exhibit
subpar performance, which is expected since they only consider 64 training
samples at once (despite using exact labels).
Table 2: F-1 score comparison of full models.
NI COV SensIT CCD
kNN 90.54 91.15 82.56 63.81
RF 90.44 93.76 82.70 66.94
XGB 87.53 91.98 82.56 66.95
LGBM 90.23 89.85 83.29 65.68
FFN 88.53 91.83 83.67 65.37
MemN2N 79.36 77.98 75.17 61.83
V2LS 91.28 93.94 84.93 68.38
V2VS 86.18 90.39 74.84 64.23
V2VSLS 92.07 94.97 86.24 69.87
MNkNN 83.83 80.12 79.58 67.26
MNkNN VEC 84.59 83.94 83.41 68.82
Overall Results of Full Model on Unstructured Data To provide in-
sights of how our model performs on unstructured data, we further evaluate our
model on the following image and text datasets: MNIST, CIFAR-10, News20,
IMDb and Reuters. MNIST and CIFAR-10 are two conventional datasets for
image classification and News20, IMDb and Reuters are commonly used datasets
for text classification.
A 5-layer convolutional neural network is trained on MNIST and the network
except the top fully connected layer is used to extract features. The extracted
MNIST feature size is 1,024. For CIFAR-10, we train an 18-layer ResNet [16]
and extract the CIFAR-10 features using the trained ResNet but the top fully
connected layer. The extracted feature size is 1,024. To extract features of
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News20, we calculate the tf-idf vector for each document and apply SVD to
reduce the feature dimension to 3,000. By stacking a temporal convolutional
layer and a LSTM layer we obtain the 64-dimensional features for each movie
review in IMDb. For Reuters we use a convolutional-LSTM network to extract
128-dimensional feature vectors.
We compare V2VSLS with some of the most popular classification models
(fine-tuned) in Table 3. Note that accuracy is used and FFN in Table 3 denotes
5-layer CNN on MNIST, 18-layer ResNet on CIFAR-10, 7-layer FFN on News20
and 5-layer convolutional-LSTM network on IMDb and Reuters.
Table 3: Accuracy on unstructured datasets.
MNIST CIFAR-10 News20 IMDb Reuters
kNN 98.91 93.12 62.14 86.25 72.34
RF 98.87 92.69 58.55 87.41 73.70
SVM 98.86 92.95 71.84 87.75 73.97
LGBM 99.57 92.18 70.59 88.60 74.98
XGB 99.12 91.55 69.81 88.51 74.24
FFN 99.51 94.41 72.93 88.33 74.83
V2VSLS 99.70 94.86 72.68 89.83 76.11
On News20, 7-layer FFN performs slightly better than V2VSLS, but V2VSLS
consistently outperforms other classification models on all other datasets. The
performance of V2VSLS on other datasets is close to some of the state-of-the-art
deep models specifically designed for image or text data. There is a slight gap
attributed to the single stage employed by pure deep learning models v.s. our
experiment that has two stages (embedding construction, kNN). Nevertheless,
the performance of V2VSLS on these unstructured datasets still outperforms
many currently popular models.
Overall Results of Out-of-Core Model Next, we validate our models
in the out-of-core scenario which avoids running kNN on the entire dataset for
saving computational resources. In the out-of-core versions of our models, R is
set to be 50, since we observe that increasing 50 to, for instance, 100, only has a
slight impact on F-1 scores. However, increasing R from 50 to 100 substantially
increases the running time. The batch size B of the out-of-core models is set
to be 64 since it is found to provide overall the best F-1 scores with reasonable
running time.
Table 4 shows the results of our models under the out-of-core assumption
when R = 50 and B = 64. Both V2VLSL and MNkNN VEC significantly
outperform the kNN benchmark based on t-tests at the 5% significance level.
The kNN benchmark provides a low score since we restrict the batch size (or
memory size) to be 64, and it turns out that kNN is substantially affected by the
randomness of batches. Our models (except V2VS, since it makes predictions
only depending on feature vector sequences) are robust under the out-of-core
setting, because the weight of the ground truth label in the loss function is
relatively high so that even if the input nearest sequences are noisy, they still
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Table 4: F-1 score of out-of-core model with R=50.
NI COV SensIT CCD
kNN 73.87 63.87 61.40 59.41
V2LS 90.63 90.29 82.47 67.51
V2VS 81.92 71.29 69.12 61.36
V2VSLS 91.27 92.89 83.38 69.21
MNkNN 81.89 78.58 78.80 66.16
MNkNN VEC 83.19 81.72 82.32 68.15
can focus on learning the ground truth label and making reasonable predictions.
Table 5: Full model and out-of-core (OOC) model comparison on SensIT.
kNN V2LS V2VS
Full F-1 82.56 84.93 74.84
OOC F-1 61.40 82.47 69.12
Full time (s) 312 443+635 857+1358
OOC time (s) 193 287+619 488+1316
V2VSLS MNkNN MNkNN VEC
Full F-1 86.24 79.58 83.41
OOC F-1 83.38 78.80 82.32
Full time (s) 1391+1802 443+692 1391+1081
OOC time (s) 741+1846 287+703 741+1055
Full Model and Out-of-Core Model Comparison Table 5 shows a
comparison between the full and out-of-core models with R = 50, B = 64 on the
SensIT dataset. The running time of our models are broken down to two parts:
the first part is the time to obtain sequences of K nearest feature vectors and
labels and the second part is the model training time. Under the out-of-core
setting, overall the kNN sequence preprocessing time is saved by approximately
40% while the models perform only slightly worse.
In the next paragraphs, we focus the discussion on full models without the
out-of-core assumption, in order to achieve the best classification performance.
Comparison with a Set-Based Model and Swapped Order V2VSLS
We evaluate the necessity of modeling nearest neighbors as a sequence, instead of
as a set. First, we compare the set-based model with the V2VSLS model. Note
that compared to V2VSLS, the set-based neural network model also predicts K
labels, K nearest neighbors and a final label for classification, but it does not
model the K labels and nearest neighbors as a sequence. The only difference
between the set-based model and V2VSLS is that the set-based model’s outputs
are orderless. As shown in Table 6, the set-based model which removes the order
of nearest neighbors suffers from a consistent performance drop across datasets.
The set-based model still outperforms most of the existing popular classification
methods, however, which again validates that predicting nearest neighbors is
beneficial for classification.
Following the orderless nearest neighbors experiment, to get a better under-
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Table 6: F-1 score of the set-based model, V2VSLS with arbitrarily swapped
nearest neighbors and original V2VSLS.
NI COV SensIT CCD
Set-based model 91.25 94.10 85.51 68.77
Swapped order V2VSLS 91.79 94.56 85.99 69.42
V2VSLS 92.07 94.97 86.24 69.87
standing on the order of nearest neighbors, we arbitrarily swap the first and
the third nearest neighbor of the order in the training data. Intuitively, if the
performance drops after swapping the nearest neighbors in the training data,
utilizing the order information of nearest neighbors is crucial. The results are
shown in Table 6. V2VSLS with swapped order performs worse than V2VSLS
with original order, but it still outperforms the set-based model consistently,
which validates that keeping the order of the nearest neighbors is necessary.
Comparison with other Related Benchmark Models We first compare
V2VSLS with the popular ranking-based model LambdaRank [4] with lightGBM
as the classifier. LambdaRank ranks the feature vectors in the training set
for a given query by similarity. In inference, for a provided feature vector
query, LambdaRank ranks the feature vectors in the training set and obtains
the nearest K = 5 samples. Finally, the label of the query is obtained by
majority voting among the corresponding labels of those nearest samples in the
training set. The results are provided in Table 7. The performance improvement
of approximately 40% is observed in the experiment, which shows the significant
superiority of V2VSLS over the conventional ranking-based method.
Table 7: F-1 score comparison with LambdaRank [4].
NI COV SensIT CCD
LambdaRank 45.58 59.81 41.03 38.91
kNN-Augmented Networks 64.18 69.64 54.29 52.18
MemN2N 79.36 77.98 75.17 61.83
MNkNN VEC 84.59 83.94 83.41 68.82
V2VSLS 92.07 94.97 86.24 69.87
To compare our work with another similar work which utilizes the nearest
neighbors to make predictions, we implemented the kNN-Augmented Networks
from [37]. The comparison is shown in Table 7. In the implementation of
kNN-Augmented Networks, we have fine-tuned the hyper-parameters: K = 5,
I = 8, learning rate=0.001 and the Adam optimizer. There is a substantial gap
between our models and the kNN-Augmented Networks, that we were unable
to close despite a significant effort to fine tune the hyper-parameters.
4.2 Oversampling
Experimental Setup When class distributions are highly imbalanced, many
classification models have low accuracy or F-1 score on the minority class. A
simple but effective way to handle this problem is to oversample the minority
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class. Since V2VSLS and MNkNN VEC are able to predict out-of-sample fea-
ture vectors, we also regard our models as oversamplers and we compare them
with two widely used oversampling techniques: SMOTE and ADASYN. We
only test V2VSLS since it is the best model that can handle all of the data. In
our experiments, we evaluate our model on four imbalanced datasets. We first
fully train the model, and then for each sample from the training set, V2VSLS
predicts K = 5 out-of-sample feature vectors which are regarded as synthetic
samples. We add them to the training set if they are in a minority class until
the classes are balanced or there are no minority training data left for creating
synthetic samples. In our oversampling experiments, we use λ = 1.3 and α = 3.
Table 8: Oversampling: F-1 score comparison.
NI COV SensIT CCD
FFN-original 89.64 91.83 83.67 65.37
FFN-SMOTE 89.99 91.18 83.43 66.32
FFN-ADASYN 90.38 90.67 83.72 66.51
FFN-V2VSLS 90.89 92.05 83.94 66.82
XGB-original 87.53 91.98 82.56 66.95
XGB-SMOTE 87.79 91.86 82.87 66.56
XGB-ADASYN 88.39 92.56 83.42 66.20
XGB-V2VSLS 87.62 92.43 82.46 66.96
RF-original 90.44 93.76 82.70 66.94
RF-SMOTE 89.97 93.88 83.01 66.13
RF-ADASYN 89.39 93.83 83.34 67.14
RF-V2VSLS 90.79 94.36 82.75 68.08
Overall Results on Oversampling Table 8 shows the F-1 scores of FFN,
extreme gradient boosting and random forest classification models, with differ-
ent oversampling techniques, namely, original training set without oversampling,
SMOTE, ADASYN and V2VSLS. V2VSLS performs the best among all combi-
nations of classification models and oversampling techniques, as shown in Table
9. Although most of the time models on datasets with three oversampling tech-
niques outperform models on datasets without oversampling, the classification
performance still largely depends on the classification model used and which
dataset is considered.
Table 9: Oversampling techniques comparison.
NI COV SensIT CCD
Best model FFN+V2VSLS RF+V2VSLS FFN+V2VSLS RF+V2VSLS
Best F-1 90.89 94.36 83.92 68.08
Better than best SMOTE 0.51% 0.61% 2.28% 1%
Better than best ADASYN 0.6% 0.56% 0.26% 1.4%
Synthetic Samples Visualization Figure 1 shows a t-SNE [35] visualiza-
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tion of the original set and the oversampled set, using SensIT dataset, projected
onto 2-D space. Although SMOTE and ADASYN overall perform well, their
class boundaries are not as clean as those obtained by V2VSLS, which validates
the effectiveness of V2VSLS oversampler.
Figure 1: t-SNE visualization of different oversampling methods
5 Conclusion
In summary, we find that it is beneficial to have neural network models learn not
only labels but feature vectors as well. In the full models, V2VSLS outperforms
all other models consistently and performs well on unstructured data; in the
out-of-core models, both V2VSLS and MNkNN VEC significantly outperform
the kNN benchmark. As an oversampler, the average F-1 score based on the
training set augmented by V2VSLS outperforms that of SMOTE and ADASYN.
We recommend to run V2VSLS with large α and small λ for classification.
In the oversampling scenario, however, we suggest to use small α and large λ so
that the model focuses more on the feature vectors, i.e. synthetic samples.
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